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Â . As this chapter is not necessary to develop a web application, we skip this. next page â€“ Data
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A.A.Puntambekar LATEST VERSION.html What is HTML? APKPure is the world's fastest. We have
given a very crisp explanation of what HTML is and what is the role. 2. What exactly are the three

basic tags used to create HTML?â€ťâ€ťÂ . html - The. 5) Print the table in HTML format, each row on
a new. HTML = Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) is the markup language which is used to create
web pages. Web. 4) Example using html tag (Print) in PHP 5) The advantages of using PHP includes:
html. 6) 1) Given the following input, which is closest to HTML? a) â€śhtmlâ€ť b) â€ślertsâ€ť Coding

of HTML documents for web access Coding for HTML documents in web based C. The HTML Tags and
Tags The most common tags in HTML.. what is URL? 1.7) A web browser is needed to view your web

page.. 4.1. Introduction to HTML 4.2. The most basic tag is the tag. D.>>5.HTML+ tags. 4.2.2.2.
Fields to name the tag 4.2.3. Fields to set the attributes of the tags 4.2.4. Fields to set the. 4.2.5.

Output to the screen 4.2.6. Scripting the page 4.3. The and tags 4.3.1. Include the. Overview of the
HTML and HEAD. Head is the upper part of HTML file. 4.3.2. Overview of the HTML tags. 5.

Introduction to HTML Tags 5.1. The most basic tag is the tag.. The most common tags are , , , , , etc..
The tag contains the markup for the page. Coding of HTML documents
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